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1 Introduction
Ecological Inference (EI) may be described as the problem of making in-
ference on the conditional probability distribution, when only the marginal
distributions are known. As an example, voting proportions for Trump Ti are
known in each precinct i, as well as the proportion of African-Americans Xi.
However, due to legal reasons, we do not know the proportion of Trump voters
among the black voters beyond what is described by a bound by Duncan and
Davis (1953). However, under some assumptions, marginal information over
many precincts with different proportions of African-Americans may be used
to estimate the conditional information, as pointed out by Goodman (1953).
Although we will describe EI in terms of the special context of voting behav-
ior with 2x2 tables (such as how black and white citizens vote for Trump or
Clinton), King (1997) points out that EI has a wide variety of applications,
such as in policy making, epidemiology, marketing, education, and in many
similar problems where detailed information needs to be mined from data at
an aggregated level. A later book (King, Rosen and Tanner 2004) has col-
lected contributions from 34 authors on many interesting research problems
in EI, which testifies to the importance of this research field.
One approach for EI with 2x2 tables is to utilize the model-free bounds of
Duncan and Davis (1953). The Duncan and Davis (hereafter, DD) approach
has the advantage of not making any assumptions on the data generation
process; however, it generally leads to bounds that are relatively wide. On
the other hand, regression approaches in EI presented in Goodman (1953) can
provide sharp point estimates, which can be very sensitive to the underlying
model assumptions. These assumptions will be referred to as the standard
EI assumptions. They assume, for example, that white voters in precincts in
the United States are equally likely to vote for a particular party’s candidate,
regardless of the proportion of black citizens in the precincts in which they
live.
In this paper, we consider a method that extends the regression model
of Goodman (1953), where, for example, the race specific voting probability
can depend linearly on the race proportion of the precinct, with a nonzero
slope parameter representing the linear “contextual” effect. This addresses
the most important violation of the standard EI assumptions. On the other
hand, it is well known (e.g., Owen and Grofman 1997, Chambers and Steel
2001, Wakefield 2004) that modeling dependence of the race specific voting
probability on the race proportion by a linear “contextual effect” model can
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lead to non-identifiability.
For this unidentifiable linear contextual model, the current paper ex-
ploits an observation made in King (1997, Chapter 9). In particular, that
work points out that the precinct-level DD bounds themselves carry some
information about the contextual effects. It is also clear that there is still
a lot of remaining uncertainty about the precise values of these contextual
effects. This fits very well in the framework of interval data regression, re-
gressing the precinct-level DD bounds against the race proportion. Although
interval data regression can not fully identify the regression coefficients, it
can provide identification regions or bounds (see, e.g., Chernozhukov, Hong
and Tamer 2007, Liao and Jiang 2010). We will apply this technique in or-
der to bound the unidentified regression parameter that represents the linear
contextual effect.
Our bound differs from the model-free bounds such as DD. We have a
regression model for the overall behavior and we initially bound the unidenti-
fied contextual effect (or the slope parameter). Only after this, will we derive
an implied “regression bound” for the district level race specific voting pro-
portion. This implied regression bound can then be intersected with the DD
bound to achieve a reduced length.
There are, however, two concerns related to the use of this method. First,
the new bound is no longer model-free. It depends on the linear contextual
effects assumptions. Violations of the assumptions can cause the resulting
intersection bound (i.e., the regression bound intersected with the DD bound)
to miss the true district voting proportion, or to even be empty. Second, even
if the assumptions hold, the implied regression bound is only derived in the
limit of large p (the number of precincts), and it can still miss the true district
level voting proportion by an amount on the order of 1/
√
p.
To address the second concern, we increase the implied regression bound
by a multiple of the standard errors on both sides (similar to forming a
confidence interval), before intersecting with the DD bound. To address the
first concern, we select only data sets where the implied regression bound
has a nonempty intersection with the DD bound. These two ideas combined
together turn out to work very well on hundreds of 2x2 datasets constructed
from census and other data sources, where the ground truth is known. For
most of the selected data sets, the resulting intersection bounds become on
average much shorter than the DD bound, yet still contain the true district
level proportion.
In summary, the current paper makes three main contributions:
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1. We provide bounds for the linear contextual effects in a model that
violates the standard assumptions for EI, which previous works have
tended to avoid due to issues of non-identifiability.
2. We apply the information obtained on the linear contextual effects to
improve the Duncan and Davis (1953) bound, derived more than sixty
years ago, for the district level race specific voting proportion.
3. The 459 datasets used to examine the operating characteristics of our
model are publicly available via Harvard Dataverse (Jiang et al. 2018)
and will serve as a useful resource for researchers in EI, as well as in
discrete data model. In this way, we have amassed the largest collection
of data with known ground truth ever applied to evaluate solutions to
the EI problem.
In the following, we first define the linear contextual model in Section
2 and explain why some of the regression coefficients are not identifiable.
We describe how to bound the unidentified regression coefficients in Section
3, and we describe how to bound the the district level voting proportion in
Section 4. In Section 5 we introduce confidence intervals for the bounds to
account for finite sample variation. In Sections 6 and 7 we provide analytic,
simulated, and real data examples. In Section 8 we discuss the generality
and limitation of the proposed model. Section 9 provides further discussion.
Some technical details are left to the Appendix.
We now describe the linear contextual model and introduce the notation.
2 A linear contextual model
We start with the EI “accounting identity” for precincts i = 1, ..., p:
Ti = Xiβ
b
i + (1−Xi)βwi . (1)
Here, in our running example, Ti is the proportion of voters in precinct i
for a candidate of interest, Xi is the proportion of black voters, β
b
i is the
proportion of voters for a candidate of interest among the black voters, and
βwi is the proportion of voters for a candidate of interest among the non-black
voters.
We now allow “contextual effects”, where the race-specific voting behav-
iors (βbi and β
w
i ) can possibly be dependent on the “context” (e.g., the black
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proportion Xi). The following is the only essential assumption that we make
in this paper:
Assumption 1 (Linear contextual effects.) Assume that (βbi , β
w
i , Xi), for
i = 1, ..., p, are independent and identically distributed (iid) random vectors
that satisfy
E(βwi |Xi) = w0 + w1Xi (2)
and
E(βbi |Xi) = b0 + b1Xi, (3)
where w0, w1, b0, b1 are four non-random real parameters.
Under these assumptions, (βbi , β
w
i , Xi) from each precinct is regarded as a
vector of random variables sampled from an underlying probability distribu-
tion. The conditional expectations E(βb,wi |Xi) are taken over the conditional
distribution of βb,wi given Xi, which allows for β
b,w
i to still be random even
after fixing the values of Xi. For example, precincts with similar Xi’s (e.g.,
around 0.5) can still have very different race-specific voting proportions, βbi
or βwi .
Under these assumptions, regarding E(βb,wi |Xi), the accounting identity
(1) implies that Ti vs Xi satisfies a quadratic regression model:
E(Ti|Xi) = w0 + (b0 − w0 + w1)Xi + (b1 − w1)X2i . (4)
We will refer to
c1 = b0 − w0 + w1, d1 = b1 − w1, (5)
as the coefficients of Xi and X
2
i , respectively. It then follows that
E(Ti|Xi) = w0 + c1Xi + d1X2i . (6)
The three parameters (w0, c1, d1) are identifiable (if the Xi’s can take three
or more distinct values) and can be estimated by (possibly weighted) least
squares regression.
The four regression parameters in the linear contextual effects model are
related to the three regression parameters in the quadratic regression of Ti
vs Xi via
(w0, w1, b0, b1) = (w0, w1, c1 + w0 − w1, d1 + w1), (7)
which are partially identifiable up to one free parameter: (w0, c1, d1) are
identified, but w1 is not.
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Regarding the unknown w1, diverging opinions include setting w1 =
max{−d1, 0} (Achen and Shiveley 1995; Altman, Gill, and McDonald 2004),
w1 = 0 (Wakefield 2004, Section 1.2), or w1 = −d1/2 (Wakefield 2004, Sec-
tion 1.2). Our approach differs in an important respect. Instead of picking a
value for w1, we will derive a prior-insensitive bound for w1 under the current
linear contextual effects model, using the expectations of the Duncan-Davis
bounds conditional on the Xi’s.
1
3 Bounds on the non-identified w1
3.1 Intuition behind the bounding
Denote the Duncan-Davis bounds for the unobserved βwi as Li ≤ βwi ≤ Ui,
where Li ≡ max{0, (Ti−Xi)/(1−Xi)}, Ui ≡ min{1, Ti/(1−Xi)}. Under the
linear contextual model E(βwi |Xi) = w0+w1Xi, the observable Duncan-Davis
bounds Li ≤ βwi ≤ Ui form a problem of interval data regression, regressing
[Li, Ui] against Xi. It is well known (see, e.g., Chernozhukov, Hong and
Tamer 2007, Liao and Jiang 2010) that although interval data regression can
not fully identify the regression coefficients, it can provide their identification
regions or bounds. We will use this perspective to derive a bound for the
non-identified regression coefficient w1.
Since the Duncan-Davis bounds for βwi is Li ≤ βwi ≤ Ui, the corresponding
bound in the conditional expectation is E(Li|Xi) ≤ E(βwi |Xi) ≤ E(Ui|Xi),
or
E(Li|Xi) ≤ w0 + w1Xi ≤ E(Ui|Xi), (8)
where Li = min{0, (Ti−Xi)/(1−Xi)}, Ui = min{1, Ti/(1−Xi)}. The upper
and lower bounds are identifiable from observable quantities. Forcing this
bound in the entire domain of Xi will lead to a bound for w1.
Consider a very simple example where Ti ≡ 0.1 for all i. In Figure 1, we
illustrate the intuition of how to bound the slope parameter w1 in the linear
contextual model E(βwi |Xi = x) = w0 +w1x for all x ∈ (0, 1). The intercept
parameter is identifiable as w0 = E(Ti|Xi = 0) = 0.1. The slope parameter
w1 is non-identified, but only partially so. There are hidden constraints: if
1Although we focus on bounding w1 in this paper, we also could have chosen b1 =
w1 + d1 as the non-identified parameter instead. The results would be equivalent due to
the accounting identity (1). However, in that case a composite parameter b0 + b1 (instead
of simply w0) is identifiable, and the notation would be somewhat clumsier.
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Figure 1: Intuition for bounding w1.
The dotted curves are the expectations of the Duncan Davis bounds. The
solid lines 0.1 ± 0.1x are obtained by forcing linear contextual effects
E(βwi |Xi = x) = w0 + w1x to lie between the dotted curves. The dashed
lines are examples exceeding the expectation of the Duncan-Davis upper
bound (see Section 3.1).
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the line w0 +w1x = 0.1 + 2x, then the probability E(β
w
i |Xi = x) = w0 +w1x
can exceed 1, so w1 cannot be as high as 2 (w1 ≤ 2). Even if we choose
w0 + w1x = 0.1 + 0.9x so that E(β
w|Xi = x) = w0 + w1x falls between
[0, 1] for all x ∈ (0, 1), the line 0.1 + 0.9x can still exceed a large portion
of the dotted curve of the expectation of the Duncan-Davis upper bound
E(Ui|Xi = x). As such, w1 also can not exceed 0.9 (w1 ≤ 0.9). In fact, to
force w0+w1x to fall between the dotted curves [E(Li|Xi = x), E(Ui|Xi = x)]
for all x ∈ (0, 1), we need to have w1 ∈ [−0.1, 0.1], lying in a very narrow
interval in this example.
Intuitively, this is how we exploit the expectation of the DD bounds (8)
to bound the non-identified contextual effect parameter w1. More formally,
we have the following theoretical results.
3.2 Theory
The following proposition provides a necessary and sufficient condition for
this bound in terms of the only non-identified parameter w1.
Proposition 1 Assume a linear contextual effect E(βwi |Xi) = w0+w1Xi for
all Xi ∈ A where A ⊂ (0, 1). Then
E(Li|Xi) ≤ E(βwi |Xi) ≤ E(Ui|Xi),
for all Xi ∈ A, if and only if the non-identifiable parameter w1 satisfies
sup
Xi∈A
[(E(Li|Xi)− w0)/Xi] ≤ w1 ≤ inf
Xi∈A
[(E(Ui|Xi)− w0)/Xi].
Proof: If supX∈A[(E(L|X) − w0)/X] ≤ w1 ≤ infX∈A[(E(U |X) − w0)/X]
holds, then for all X ∈ A, [(E(L|X)− w0)/X] ≤ w1 ≤ [(E(U |X)− w0)/X].
This implies E(L|X) ≤ w0 + w1X ≤ E(U |X) for all X ∈ A ⊂ (0, 1).
For the converse: E(L|X) ≤ w0 + w1X ≤ E(U |X) for all X ∈ A ⊂ (0, 1)
implies [(E(L|X)−w0)/X] ≤ w1 ≤ [(E(U |X)−w0)/X] holds for all X ∈ A.
Now we take infX∈A for both sides of w1 ≤ [(E(U |X) − w0)/X], and take
supX∈A for both sides of [E(L|X)− w0)/X] ≤ w1. Q.E.D.
The above proposition then gives the tightest bound possible on w1. The
upper bound and the lower bound are both constructed out of identifiable
quantities. The functions E(Li|Xi) and E(Ui|Xi) may be estimated by lowess
smoothing. If for some reason we would like to avoid such nonparametric
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estimation (e.g., it may not perform well at boundary values of Xi), we
can relax the bounds somewhat and incorporate results from a parametric
regression E(Ti|Xi) = w0 + c1Xi + d1X2i .
Proposition 2 For all Xi ∈ [l, u] ⊂ (0, 1) where l < u, assume linear con-
textual effect E(βwi |Xi) = w0 +w1Xi AND a quadratic regression E[Ti|Xi] =
w0 + c1Xi + d1X
2
i . Then we have
wl ≤ w1 ≤ wu,
where wl = maxx∈{l,u}max{−w0/x, (w0 + c1 + d1 − 1)/(1 − x) − d1} and
wu = minx∈{l,u}min{(1− w0)/x, (w0 + c1 + d1)/(1− x)− d1}.
Proof: For the bounds in Proposition 1, note that E(Ui|Xi) = E[min{1, Ti/(1−
Xi)}|Xi] ≤ min{1, E[Ti|Xi]/(1 − Xi)} due to Jensen’s inequality, and simi-
larly E(Li|Xi) ≥ max{0, (E[Ti|Xi]−Xi)/(1−Xi)}. Now apply a quadratic
regression E[Ti|Xi] = w0 + c1Xi + d1X2i . Then from Proposition 1 we have
sup
Xi∈A
max{−w0/Xi, (w0 + c1 − 1 + d1Xi)/(1−Xi)}
≤ w1 ≤ inf
Xi∈A
min{(1− w0)/Xi, (w0 + c1 + d1Xi)/(1−Xi)}.
Simplifying these bounds for A = [l, u] with the boundary points leads to the
proof. Q.E.D.
To use Proposition 2, we need to supply the interval [l, u] where we believe
the assumptions hold. One could simply use the data range l = minXi and
u = maxXi of the data set. However, there may be reasons to either reduce
this range (e.g., if there are outliers) or increase this range (if there is a
belief that the pattern could be reliably extrapolated to some extent beyond
the data range). If we attempt to check the assumptions when there is no
knowledge regarding the ground truth βwi , we could still use the (Ti, Xi)
data to fit a quadratic curve on (0,1), and superimpose it on the scatterplot,
using it to rule out unreasonable choices of a range [l, u]. For example, when
quadratic regression is based on a scatterplot limited in a small domain of
Xi ∈ [0.5, 0.6], and extrapolating the fitted quadratic curve to x ∈ [0.1, 0.9]
leads to E(T |X = x) = w0 + c1x + d1x2 breaking the “ceiling” of 1 or the
“floor” of 0, then it is obvious that the range [l, u] = [0.1, 0.9] is too wide.
On the other hand, the bigger the set A = [l, u] is for Xi, the tighter
the bounds will be in these propositions. Suppose we consider a special case
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A→ (0, 1). In other words, we assume that the previous quadratic regression
model holds for all Xi in the whole range of (0, 1). Then relaxing the bounds
of Proposition 2 and taking l→ 0, u→ 1, we immediately have:
Proposition 3 For all Xi ∈ (0, 1), assume linear contextual effect E(βwi |Xi) =
w0 + w1Xi AND a quadratic regression E[Ti|Xi] = w0 + c1Xi + d1X2i . Then
we have
wl ≤ w1 ≤ wu,
where wl = max{−w0, c1 + w0 − 1} and wu = min{1− w0, c1 + w0}.
The above are the bounds for the non-identified contextual effect pa-
rameter w1. In practice, we are interested in predicting the district level
race-specific vote. In the next section, bounds for such quantities are derived
from any bound on w1.
4 Applying the w1-bound to bound the dis-
trict level parameter
4.1 Estimating the district level parameter B by a
point estimate B(λ,w1, θ) given w1, λ, and θ.
We first analyze the precinct level parameter βbi . Denote residuals as e
b
i =
βbi −E(βbi |Xi), ewi = βwi −E(βwi |Xi), and eTi = Ti−E(Ti|Xi) = ebiXi+ewi (1−
Xi). Note that for any real λ possibly dependent on i,
βbi = E(β
b
i |Xi) + λ(Ti − E(Ti|Xi)) + ebi − λeTi
by (7)
= w0 + (c1 − w1) + (w1 + d1)Xi + λ(Ti − w0 − c1Xi − d1X2i ) + ebi − λeTi
= [w0 + c1 + d1Xi] + λ(Ti − w0 − c1Xi − d1X2i ) + w1(Xi − 1) + (ebi − λeTi )
≡ bi(λ,w1, θ) + (ebi − λeTi ). (9)
Here θ ≡ (w0, c1, d1)T .
The district level parameter is given as
B ≡
p∑
i=1
NiXiβ
b
i /
p∑
i=1
NiXi (10)
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=∑p
i=1NiXibi(λ,w1, θ)∑p
i=1NiXi
+
∑p
i=1NiXi(e
b
i − λeTi )∑p
i=1NiXi
.
Here, Ni denotes the size of the ith precinct, which will be incorporated as
another random variable in the iid framework, in order to allow the precincts
to have different sizes. It is possible to extend our work to include additional
covariates and treat Ni (or its suitable transformation) as a covariate. Here,
we simply modify our assumption on the linear contextual effects so that (2)
and (3) hold conditional on both Xi and Ni on the entire support of these
random variables.
Due to the Law of Large Numbers, for large p, we can ignore the second
term of the expansion of (10) with the mean zero residuals (ebi − λeTi ), when
estimating B. We can then form a point estimate of B using the first term:
B(λ,w1, θ) ≡
∑p
i=1NiXibi(λ,w1, θ)∑p
i=1NiXi
=
∑p
i=1NiXibi(λ, 0, θ)∑p
i=1NiXi
− w1
∑p
i=1NiXi(1−Xi)∑p
i=1NiXi
, (11)
where
bi(λ,w1, θ) ≡ [w0 + c1 +d1Xi] +λ(Ti−w0− c1Xi−d1X2i ) +w1(Xi−1). (12)
4.2 The district level point estimate B(λ,w1, θ) is in-
sensitive to λ and sensitive to w1.
Note that
B(λ,w1, θ)−B(0, w1, θ) =
∑p
i=1NiXiλe
T
i∑p
i=1NiXi
.
This is an average of mean-0 residuals, which will be approximately 0 due to
the Law of Large Numbers. Therefore we know that B(λ,w1, θ) varies little
with λ for large p.
Different choices of λ will therefore make very little difference for large
values of p. The choice of λ may still influence the district level parameter
at the order of Op(1/
√
p). A possible approach to optimizing λ at this finer
level will be discussed in Remark 3, but it will be mainly left as possible
future work. In this paper, we choose λ = 1 for illustration.
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In contrast to its insensitive dependence on λ, the point estimateB(λ,w1, θ)
will vary greatly with w1 due to (11), at a level that does NOT disappear for
large p. The sensitivity on w1 can be measured by
∂B(λ,w1, θ)
∂w1
= −r ≡ −
∑p
i=1NiXi(1−Xi)∑p
i=1NiXi
, (13)
which is typically nonzero (unless Xi ∈ {0, 1} for all nonempty precincts).
This term quantifying the sensitivity on w1 does not converge to 0 even for
large p. Therefore the bounds we derived earlier for w1 will be very useful
here for limiting the scope of the influence by w1.
Now for any possible value of the partially identified w1, the district
level parameter B =
∑
iNiXiβ
b
i /
∑
iNiXi is estimated by the point estimator
B(λ,w1, θ) following (11). We will now use the bounds on w1 to bound this
district level parameter estimate B(λ,w1, θ), and estimate its θ parameter
by regression.
4.3 Bounding the district level point estimate B(λ,w1, θ)
by [Bˆl, Bˆu], for unknown w1, with θ estimated by θˆ.
Due to Propositions 2 or 3, we know that w1 ∈ [wl, wu], where wu = wu(θ)
and wl = wl(θ) depend on θ. Then
B(λ,w1, θ) ∈ [Bl,Bu] ≡ [B(λ,wu(θ), θ), B(λ,wl(θ), θ)]. (14)
The parameters θ = (w0, c1, d1)
T can be estimated from a least squares
regression
θˆ = (wˆ0, cˆ1, dˆ1)
T ← min
w0,c1,d1
∑p
i=1 ρi[Ti − (w0 + c1Xi + d1X2i )]2∑p
i=1 ρi
, (15)
possibly weighted by some weight ρi.
Replacing θ in (14) by θˆ, we obtain the estimated bounds for the district
parameter B. Since this is implied from a regression model of linear contex-
tual effects, one may call this a “regression bound”. In summary, this will be
our proposed interval estimate for B:
Definition 1 (Regression Bound.) A Regression Bound for the district pa-
rameter B =
∑
iNiXiβ
b
i /
∑
iNiXi is of the form
[Bˆl, Bˆu] ≡ [B(λ,wu(θˆ), θˆ), B(λ,wl(θˆ), θˆ)], (16)
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where the functional form of the point estimate B(λ,w1, θ) follows (11),
wu = wu(θ) and wl = wl(θ) are the bounds of the w1 parameter according to
Proposition 2 or Proposition 3, and θˆ estimates the regression coefficients θ
from (15).
5 Asymptotic conservative confidence inter-
vals for B
The previous regression bound [Bˆl, Bˆu] for B does not take into account sam-
pling variation. It assumes, for example, that the quadratic regression coef-
ficients wˆ0, cˆ1, dˆ1 are the true coefficients, while in reality they are estimated
from p precincts and are subject to sampling error. Due to sampling error,
it may be possible that according to the sample estimates, B 6∈ [Bˆl, Bˆu],
even if the model assumptions for linear contextual effects are valid, when
we should automatically have B ∈ [Bˆl, Bˆu] in the large p limit. (See Ap-
pendix B.) To solve this problem, we will provide asymptotic conservative
confidence intervals for B in this section, where Bˆl will be reduced (and Bˆu
will be increased) by a typical size of the sampling variation.
Since [Bˆl, Bˆu] ≡ [B(λ,wu(θˆ), θˆ), B(λ,wl(θˆ), θˆ)] depends on the functional
forms of wl(·) and wu(·), we first need to analyze in detail these functional
forms.
In Propositions 2 and 3, the bounds wl and wu are functions of the
quadratic regression coefficients θ = (w0, c1, d1)
T . The lower bounds can be
expressed in the form
wl(θ) =
J
max
j=1
{gl0j + glTj θ}, (17)
and the upper bounds can be expressed in the form
wu(θ) =
J
min
j=1
{gu0j + guTj θ}. (18)
For Propositions 2, J = 4,
gl01 = 0, gl
T
1 = (−1/l, 0, 0), gl02 = −1/(1 − l), glT2 = (1/(1 − l), 1/(1 −
l), 1/(1− l)− 1),
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gl03 = 0, gl
T
3 = (−1/u, 0, 0), gl04 = −1/(1 − u), glT4 = (1/(1 − u), 1/(1 −
u), 1/(1− u)− 1),
gu01 = 1/l, gu
T
1 = (−1/l, 0, 0), gu02 = 0, guT2 = glT2 ,
gu03 = 1/u, gu
T
3 = (−1/u, 0, 0), gu04 = 0, guT4 = glT4 .
For Proposition 3, J = 2,
gl01 = 0, gl
T
1 = (−1, 0, 0), gl02 = −1, glT2 = (1, 1, 0),
gu01 = 1, gu
T
1 = (−1, 0, 0), gu02 = 0, guT2 = (1, 1, 0).
Using this notation, we have the following result:
Proposition 4 Let B =
∑p
i=1
NiXiβ
b
i∑p
i=1
NiXi
be the district parameter of voting pro-
portion for a candidate of interest among all the black people in a district with
p precincts. Let DD be the Duncan and Davis (1953) bound for B, following
DD =
[∑p
i=1Ni max{0, Ti − (1−Xi)}∑p
i=1NiXi
,
∑p
i=1Ni min{Ti, Xi}∑p
i=1NiXi
]
. (19)
For any choice of λ ∈ [0, 1], as p→∞, an asymptotic conservative confidence
interval for B of the form:
CIx ≡ [BˆL− xSL, BˆU + xSU ] ∩DD, (20)
has asymptotic coverage probability at least Φ(x).
Here we use the following system of notation:
x > 0,
θˆT = (wˆ0, cˆ1, dˆ1) which is estimated by quadratic regression (15), which
has robust sandwich asymptotic variance matrix V ,2
λ ∈ [0, 1],
r ≡
∑
i
NiXi(1−Xi)∑
i
NiXi
,
h0 ≡
∑
i
NiXiλTi∑
i
NiXi
,
hT ≡
∑
i
NiXi(1−λ,1−λXi,Xi−λX2i )∑
i
NiXi
,
S1 =
√∑
i
(
NiXi[(1+λ)/2−λXi]∑
i
NiXi
)2
,
BˆL = maxJj=1{BˆLj},
2See, e.g., https://www.stata.com/manuals/p robust.pdf
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BˆU = minJj=1{BˆUj}.
For j = 1, ..., J , the glj’s and guj’s are defined after (17) and (18),
BˆLj = h0 − rgu0j + (h− rguj)T θˆ,
BˆUj = h0 − rgl0j + (h− rglj)T θˆ,
SLj ≡ S1 +
√
(h− rguj)TV (h− rguj),
SUj ≡ S1 +
√
(h− rglj)TV (h− rglj),
SL = SLjˆ where jˆ ≡ arg maxJj=1{BˆLj},
SU = SUj˜ where j˜ ≡ arg minJj=1{BˆUj}.
For this result to hold, we assume that the linear contextual model holds
conditional on both Ni and Xi on the entire support of these random variables,
and also for all Xi in a range specified in either Proposition 2 or Proposition
3. We assume that the robust variance V is of order Op(1/p). In addition,
we assume the following “tie-breaking” conditions:
(i) Assume that NiXi(1−Xi) is not almost surely 0.
(ii) Assume that the minimizing entry of wu = minJj=1{gu0j+guTj θ} is unique
and not tied with the other entries, and similarly the maximizing entry
of wl = maxJj=1{gl0j+glTj θ} is unique and not tied with the other entries.
(iii) Assume that wu(θ) 6= wl(θ).
A derivation of this confidence interval CIx in Proposition 4 is included
in Appendix A.
Remark 1 The tie breaking conditions can be checked by examining the data
at hand. The condition on Ni and Xi is satisfied if Ni is not almost surely 0
and if Xi does not almost surely take a boundary value (0 or 1) for nonempty
precincts with Ni > 0. The conditions on θ will hold for almost all true
parameters (except on a set with Lebesgue measure 0, where some of the 2J
points {gu0j +guTj θ, gl0j +glTj θ, j = 1, ..., J} are exactly tied). In the Bayesian
sense when θ is regarded as a vector of continuous random variables, these
conditions hold with probability one, since any ties would force θ to lie on a
lower dimensional manifold which has zero Lebesgue measure.
Remark 2 Instead of the analytic method described here, one may consider
using the bootstrap to estimate the standard deviation (sd) of the bound esti-
mate BˆL (and similarly for BˆU), and replace the SL in the formula of CIx
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by sdboot(BˆL). However, we suspect that this bootstrap method would not be
theoretically valid here. The reason is that we are not interested in how much
BˆL varies from its own non-stochastic large sample limit, i.e., the typical size
of BˆL− limp→∞BˆL. We are really interested in the typical size of BˆL− B
instead. However, the district level parameter B =
∑p
i=1
NiXiβ
b
i∑p
i=1
NiXi
is an non-
identified stochastic quantity, and its sampling variations would be ignored
by bootstrapping BˆL alone. Nevertheless, in practice, the bootstrap method
may still work well heuristically for describing the sampling variation.
Remark 3 The proposed confidence interval [maxj{BˆLj}−xSL,minj{BˆUj}+
xSU}] has width minj{BˆUj}−maxj{BˆLj}+x(SL+SU) = r(wu(θˆ)−wl(θˆ))+
x(SL+ SU), where only S = SU + SL depends on λ. It is possible to define
the best λ ∈ [0, 1] by minimizing S, but we will leave this for future work.
In the numerical examples below, we currently simply choose λ = 1 for
illustration.
6 Analytic and Simulated Examples
We will compare the proposed bound CIx to the Duncan and Davis (1953)
bound DD, as defined in Proposition 4. For any interval A, we will use |A|
to denote its length. We will use x = 0 and x = 1 for illustration.
To measure the success of the proposed method, we examine:
1. whether the new interval estimate contains the true district parameter:
B ∈ CIx.
2. how narrow the new interval estimate is compared to the DD bound: the
width ratio WRx ≡ |CIx|/|DD|.
In the examples below, we assume X ∼ Unif [0, 1], and Ni is constant for
all i, unless otherwise stated.
Example 1: βbi = T + τ(1 −Xi) ∈ [0, 1], and βwi = T − τXi ∈ [0, 1], where
probability constraints entail τ ∈ ±min(T, 1 − T ) and T ∈ (0, 1).
Then the plot Ti against Xi is a flat Ti = T . Here one can show by
Proposition 3 that [wl, wu] = ±min(T, 1 − T ). In this case, in the
limit of large precincts and large number of precincts (large Ni and
16
p), it can be shown analytically that the true parameter B ≈ Eβbi =
T + τ/3 ∈ CI0 ≈ T ± (1/3) min(T, 1−T ) ⊂ DD ≈ [T 2, 2T −T 2]. Also,
WR0 ≡ |CI0|/|DD| ≈ 1/[3 max(T, 1 − T )] ∈ (1/3, 2/3). In summary,
the proposed bound tightens the DD bound while still containing the
true parameter.
Example 2: βbi = τ(1 − Xi), βwi = 1 − τXi, where τ ∈ [0, 1]. Then the
plot Ti against Xi is Ti = 1−Xi. Here one can show by Proposition 3
that [wl, wu] = [−1, 0]. In this case, in the limit of large precincts and
large number of precincts (large Ni and p), it can be shown analytically
that B ≈ Eβbi = τ/3 ∈ CI0 ≈ [0, 1/3], DD ≈ [0, 1/2]. Also, WR0 ≡
|CI0|/|DD| ≈ 2/3. In summary, the proposed bound tightens the DD
bound while still containing the true parameter.
Example 3: βbi = 0, β
w
i = 1 − Xi. Then the plot Ti against Xi is Ti =
(1−Xi)2. Here one can show by Proposition 3 that [wl, wu] = [−1,−1],
so w1 is identified. In this case, in the limit of large precincts and large
number of precincts (large Ni and p), it can be shown analytically that
B = 0, CI0 ≈ [0, 0], DD ≈ [0, 2Emin(X, (1 − X)2)] ≈ [0, 0.3032767].
Also, WR0 ≡ |CI0|/|DD| ≈ 0.
We now generate p = 1000 precincts all with population Ni = 150 for
this example. For sample estimates based on this finite data set, we
obtain true B = 0, DD = [0, 0.301843].
We apply Proposition 2 for this example with [l, u] = [min(Xi),max(Xi)] =
[0.001473298, 0.9988792].
We obtain Bˆl = 2.269362e-05 and Bˆu = 0.0003054308 which are very
close to B = 0, but CI0 = [Bˆl, Bˆu] excludes the true B due to sampling
variation. On the other hand, the proposed interval estimate narrowly
misses the true B due to sampling variation. The confidence interval
CIx for x = 1 is [−0.01146876, 0.01181847] ∩ DD = [0, 0.01181847],
which does contain the true B now and is still very narrow. (Here,
intersection with the Duncan Davis bound improves the lower bound
to be 0.) In summary, the regression bound CI0 can miss the true
parameter due to sampling variation. However, after expanding the
bound to account for the sampling variation, CI1 does contain the true
parameter B and is still much narrower than the DD bound.
Example 4: Consider p = 1000 precincts all with population Ni = 150. We
17
let Xi ∼ Unif [0, 0.95], βbi ≈ (NiXi)−1Bin(NiXi, 1/(1 + exp(−b0− b1 ∗
Xi−(1−Xi)∗bi)), βwi ≈ (Ni(1−Xi))−1Bin(Ni(1−Xi), 1/(1+exp(−w0−
w1 ∗Xi − (1−Xi)wi )) (the approximation ≈ here involves operations
such as rounding NiXi and adding 1 to avoid zero or fractional counts),
where b,wi ’s are iid N(0, s
2), s = 0.5, b0 = 2.197225, b1 = −1.791759,
w0 = 2.197225, w1 = 0, Ti ≈ βbiXi + βwi (1 − Xi) (the approximation
≈ here involves operations such as replacing Xi by a rounded version
of NiXi divided by Ni). The resulting Ti vs Xi scatterplot is given by
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: T vs X scatterplot for Example 4.
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We apply Proposition 2 for this example with [l, u] = [min(Xi),max(Xi)] =
[0.001399633, 0.9489353].
In this case it can be shown thatB = 0.7335825 ∈ CI0 = [0.7044503, 0.7509661] ⊂
DD = [0.6362682, 0.9316473]. Also, WR0 ≡ |CI0|/|DD| = 0.1574785.
The CI1 is [0.6895103, 0.7659441], which is also narrower than the DD
interval and contains the true B.
Example 5: Consider p = 1000 precincts all with population Ni = 150. We
let Xi ∼ Unif [0, 0.7], βbi ≈ (NiXi)−1Bin(NiXi, 1/(1 + exp(−b0 − b1 ∗
Xi−(1−Xi)∗bi)), βwi ≈ (Ni(1−Xi))−1Bin(Ni(1−Xi), 1/(1+exp(−w0−
w1 ∗Xi − (1−Xi)wi )) (the approximation ≈ here involves operations
such as rounding NiXi and adding 1 to avoid zero or fractional counts),
where b,wi ’s are iid N(0, s
2), s = 1, b0 = 0, b1 = 0, w0 = 2.197225,
w1 = 0, Ti ≈ βbiXi + βwi (1 − Xi) (the approximation ≈ here involves
operations such as replacing Xi by a rounded version of NiXi divided
by Ni). The resulting Ti vs Xi scatterplot is given by Figure 3.
We apply Proposition 2 for this example with [l, u] = [min(Xi),max(Xi)] =
[0.001031308, 0.6992155].
In this case it can be shown thatB = 0.4993419 ∈ CI0 = [0.3998952, 0.759834] ⊂
DD = [0.3403412, 0.9613881]. Also, WR0 ≡ |CI0|/|DD| = 0.579568.
The CI1 is [0.3711763, 0.7978435], which is also narrower than the DD
interval and contains the true B.
The CI1 used in Examples 3, 4, and 5 will have at least Φ(1) ≈ 84%
coverage probability asymptotically, according to Proposition 4. In repe-
titions of 1000 simulations, we found that CI1 is very conservative: P [B ∈
CI1] = 934/1000, 1000/1000, 1000/1000, respectively, in Examples 3, 4, and
5. The mean width of CI1 divided by the mean width of the DD bound
is 0.2912078, 0.2753775, 0.6999836, respectively. These results demonstrate
that the proposed confidence intervals are considerably more informative
about B compared to the DD bounds, as shown in repeated simulations.
It is noted that in Examples 4 and 5, the true models do not follow the
linear contextual model or quadratic regression of Ti vs Xi. The β
w,b
i ’s follow
overdispersed logistic regression model with heteroscedastic normal random
effects.
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Figure 3: T vs X scatterplot for Example 5.
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7 Real data analyses
Given that information is inherently lost in the observable information in
datasets used for EI, it is important to develop models for the task on datasets
with distributions similar to those used for inference. Unfortunately, for the
very reason that EI is utilized in the first place, datasets with true labels
in target application areas, such as elections and voting rights litigation, are
typically not available for legal reasons. The nature of the learning problem
is thus intrinsically different than a traditional supervised learning problem.
As such, most recent work on EI has evaluated approaches using a relatively
small set of datasets with ground truth on other social variables, such as
voter registration and literacy, combined with artificial, simulated data (e.g.,
Wakefield 2004; Imai et al. 2008). Here, we significantly increase the number
of datasets with ground truth labels on social data for evaluation of our
proposed model, as well as to serve as a testbed for future approaches to the
2 × 2 case.
7.1 Data
We construct a new set of datasets for developing and evaluating EI ap-
proaches from datasets used in previous work for EI and new datasets con-
structed from publicly available data. Datasets from previous work (e.g.,
King 1997; Wakefield 2004; Imai et al. 2008) include data on voter regis-
tration and race in 1968; literacy by race in 1910; and party registration
in south-east North Carolina in 20013. We also collect data from the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention on mortality rates by gender and
race (CDC 2017); literacy rates and educational attendance by gender from
the 2001 Census of India (Office of the Registrar General & Census Com-
missioner 2001); and additional datasets from the US Census and American
Community Surveys from 1850 to 2016 via the Integrated Public Use Mi-
crodata Series (Ruggles et al. 2017). In total, we collected 459 datasets.
The datasets contain a total of 2,370,854 geographic units (e.g., precincts),
with an average of 5,165 geographic units per dataset and a median of 478,
ranging from 145 to a maximum of 41,783. Our replication data are publicly
available via Harvard Dataverse (Jiang et al. 2018).
3In the latter case, we subset the data to create 2 × 2 tables.
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7.2 Analysis
Our approach aims to still produce scientifically appropriate statements (in-
cluding ”we don’t know anything”) even in the presence of (a) violations of
assumptions and (b) cases where too much of the information in the indi-
vidual level was aggregated away. Two simple heuristics are used: (I) We
only consider the bounds, CIx, valid if Bˆl ≤ Bˆu and DD covers part of
CI0; and (II) we may impose an additional restriction to only consider data
with |DD| < 0.7. Heuristic (I) eliminates cases when the bounds flip, which
can occur in practice when assumptions are violated. (This is equivalent
to applying the proposed bounds only to data sets with nonempty CI0. A
theoretic support for this heuristic can be found in Appendix B, Remark 5.)
Heuristic (II) eliminates cases in which the amount of information lost in
aggregation is relatively high. Importantly, these heuristics can be applied
when the ground truth is unknown, so they can be applied at inference time
in real applications.
We observe that the proposed bounds consistently capture the true value
more often than the nominal coverage intervals. Table 1 displays effectiveness
on all of the datasets for differing levels of confidence, Φ(x), when heuristic
(I) alone is applied.4 About 63 percent of the datasets (289 out of 459) are
retained after applying heuristic (I). As the confidence level increases, there
is a tradeoff to be made between the capture probability of the district-level
B and the width-ratio.
The capture probabilities can be further improved by using both heuristics
(I) and (II), see Table 2. About 39 percent of the datasets (181 out of 459)
are retained after applying both aforementioned heuristics. Compared with
Table 1, p(B ∈ CIx|selected) is increased and E[WRx|selected] is decreased
when both heuristics (1) and (2) are used. In both tables, we notice that
as the confidence level increases, there is a tradeoff to be made between the
capture probability of the district-level B and the width-ratio. In practice,
with x = 0.5, which we consider a reasonable tradeoff between the capture
probability and the width-ratio for the observed datasets, only 4 out of the
181 retained datasets are such that B 6∈ CIx, when both heuristics (I) and
(II) are applied. The average width ratio for these 181 data sets is about 55%,
demonstrating the improvement of the proposed bound over the DD bound.
The parameter of 0.7 of Heuristic (II) was chosen on a held-out, random
split of the data. Increasing the value increases the proportion selected at
4As noted above, we use λ = 1 in the empirical experiments.
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the expense of the capture probability, and decreasing the value decreases
the proportion selected to the point where datasets that are well-modeled
by the approach are not selected (i.e., the problem cases tend to be those in
which the DD bounds are wide). Other possible heuristics are the subject of
future work, as noted in Section 8.
x Φ(x) p(B ∈ CIx|selected) E[WRx|selected]
0.00 0.5000 0.8374 0.4338
0.25 0.5987 0.8927 0.5261
0.50 0.6915 0.9377 0.5977
0.75 0.7734 0.9585 0.6562
1.00 0.8413 0.9619 0.7056
1.25 0.8944 0.9654 0.7474
1.50 0.9332 0.9758 0.7856
1.75 0.9599 0.9896 0.8193
2.00 0.9772 0.9965 0.8497
Table 1: Effectiveness in terms of the nominal coverage probability, Φ(x);
proportion of intervals that capture the true district value among those se-
lected, p(B ∈ CIx|selected); and the width ratio of among those selected,
E[WRx|selected]. In this case, 62.96 percent of the datasets are selected by
heuristic (I).
8 Generality and limitation of the current
work
Our work makes a single pair of essential assumptions (2) and (3) on the
linear contextual effects. This is more general than the traditional methods
which assume zero contextual effects, which are often falsified by real data
with knowledge of the ground truth.
When assumptions (2) and (3) fail, it can be shown that our method
does not always work. The key question in practice is how can one know
about such violations. Unfortunately, it is theoretically possible that such
violations can not be detected by data without knowledge of the ground
truth. Consider the following example:
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x Φ(x) p(B ∈ CIx|selected) E[WRx|selected]
0.00 0.5000 0.8564 0.3652
0.25 0.5987 0.9227 0.4718
0.50 0.6915 0.9779 0.5502
0.75 0.7734 0.9945 0.6120
1.00 0.8413 0.9945 0.6640
1.25 0.8944 0.9945 0.7091
1.50 0.9332 0.9945 0.7519
1.75 0.9599 1.0000 0.7904
2.00 0.9772 1.0000 0.8261
Table 2: Effectiveness in terms of the nominal coverage probability, Φ(x);
proportion of intervals that capture the true district value among those se-
lected, p(B ∈ CIx|selected); and the width ratio of among those selected,
E[WRx|selected]. In this case, 39.43 percent of the datasets are selected by
heuristics (I) and (II).
Example 6: Suppose Xi ∼ Unif [0, 1] and Ni is independent of Xi and βb,wi .
Suppose we have quadratic contextual effects βbi = T+b2(X
2
i −1), βw =
T + b2(X
2
i +Xi), where to ensure these are probabilities valued in [0, 1]
for all possible X, we restrict T ∈ (0, 1) and b2 ∈ [max{−T/2,−(1 −
T )},min{T, (1 − T )/2}]. Then Ti = βbiXi + βwi (1 − Xi) = T . The
observed data (Xi, Ti) would be the same as our Example 1 earlier
(Ti = T ). We have already found that the large sample limit of our
proposed bound is CI0 = T ± (1/3) min{T, 1 − T}. The large sample
limit of true B is now E(NiXiβ
b
i )/E(NiXi) = T − b2/2. It is then
possible that for large enough b2, B 6∈ CI0 (e.g, when b2 = T = 1/3).
The same holds in the large sample limit for CIx with any x > 0,
since the sampling variation that differentiates between CIx and CI0
disappears in the large sample limit.
If all datasets were generated from this model (e.g., with b2 = T = 1/3),
then the asymptotic coverage probability of any CIx would be 0 and we would
not be able to avoid such data sets without the knowledge of the ground
truth. Fortunately, this kind of “non-detectable violation” happens quite
rarely. For example, the non-detectable violation in Example 6 is caused by
the quadratic effects in βbi and β
w
i canceling each other exactly by chance.
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In addition, our interval estimates are robust in the sense that even a small
amount of violation of the assumptions would not matter. For example, the
quadratic effect b2 does not have to be exactly 0 for CI0 to capture B. This
is in contrast to traditional point estimates and their confidence intervals,
which will miss the true parameter due to any bias when the sample size p is
sufficiently large, since the width of the confidence interval typically shrinks
at the rate of 1/
√
p.
From hundreds of real data sets on which we evaluated the approach, we
found that most practically important violations can be easily detected if CI0
is empty (i.e., the regression bound either flips, or does not intersect with
the DD bound at all). Appendix B examines this analytically for the limit
of large p (see Remark 5). The logic there is to prove that if the assumptions
hold, then CI0 should not be empty. Therefore if CI0 is found to be empty,
then something must be wrong about the assumptions.
As shown in Section 7, we tried hundreds of real data sets (with knowledge
of the ground truth), and in most cases, we have nonempty CI0. When
applying the CIx for x > 0 on the selected data sets with nonempty CI0,
we found that our conservative confidence interval CIx tends to capture the
true district parameter B more often than the stated level of confidence Φ(x),
while tightening the DD bound. For example, CI0.5 has nominal coverage
probability about 70%, but it actually captures B more than 90% of the
selected data sets.5 For the selected data sets where CI0.5 misses B, most
of them are data sets in which the Xi’s represent the gender proportion in a
particular precinct. Gender data are known to be problematic for EI. Their
Xi’s tend to focus on a short range near 0.5, with possibly influential outliers
near 0 or 1.
In addition to data with a short range of X, data with influential obser-
vations may also cause the proposed method to fail (either by not selecting
the data via the heuristics, or by selecting the data and missing the true dis-
trict level value) when data points (Xi, Ti) seem to belong to several different
clusters. In these situations, we found that a divide and conquer strategy
may be helpful. One could divide the data into several parts and apply ei-
ther the proposed bound or the DD bound to each part, depending on the
observed pattern in the particular part. The proposed bound could be ap-
plied to any part of the data that displays a common pattern (e.g., those of
5As Section 7 indicates, the actual percentage of captures may be further improved
with an additional restriction on studying data sets with |DD| < 0.7.
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linear or quadratic regression). For parts of the data that are outliers or that
otherwise lack a clear pattern for linear or quadratic regression, one could
apply the DD bound. The bounds would then be combined by weighting
the number of people in each part of the data to obtain a single bound. In
initial experiments of such an approach, we segmented the data visually and
found that this strategy can sometimes rectify the misses or nonselection of
the current method. We leave automating the process of segmentation to
future work.
9 Discussion
An alternative approach is to assume nonlinear contextual effects such as
E(βbi |Xi) = 1/(1+e−b0−b1Xi) and E(βwi |Xi) = 1/(1+e−w0−w1Xi). At first sight
this seems to avoid the non-identifabililty problem in the model E(Ti|Xi) =
Xi/(1 + e
−b0−b1Xi) + (1 − Xi)/(1 + e−w0−w1Xi). However, the limitations of
such an approach are noted by Wakefield (2004, Section 1.3):
Unfortunately, assuming nonlinearity theoretically removes the
nonidentifiability but in practice is totally dependent on the form
chosen, and parameter estimates will in general be highly unsta-
ble. This was pointed out by Achen and Shively (1995: 117), who
comment that since the contextual effects are not strong and the
range of X is often not (0, 1), it would be virtually impossible
to discriminate between nonlinear and linear forms (since any
function that has a narrow range and does not change greatly
may be well approximated with a linear form, via a Taylor series
expansion).
In contrast, our current work directly confronts the non-identifiability prob-
lem by modeling the linear contextual effects and generates interesting in-
sights on the bounds of the unidentified parameter and on the sensitivity
of its effect, which can not be easily derived in the nonlinear model where
unstableness of the point estimates is hidden in a nontrivial way.
Our model has derived how the district level parameter depends on the
non-identified parameter on linear contextual effect. There is only one such
non-identified parameter, which could allow sensitivity analysis, such as
based on (13).
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The current work only considers the black proportion Xi for the contex-
tual effect. One may consider adding other covariates to the contextual effect
models for modeling βbi and β
w
i . The current paper only focuses on inference
regarding the district level parameter. It would be interesting to obtain a
useful bound for the precinct level parameters βbi , probably by modeling the
distribution of the residuals (βbi − E(βbi |Xi), (βwi , E(βwi |Xi)), or at least the
second moments such as var((βbi , β
w
i )
T |Xi). (The residuals average out in
the district level estimates, so we could still get useful bounds for the district
level parameter in the current paper, even without modeling the residuals.)
Also, it would be interesting to extend the idea of this paper to the case
of more general RxC tables, for which Cho and Manski (2008) have derived
model-free bounds that generalize those of Duncan and Davis (1953).
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Appendix A: A derivation of the confidence
interval CIx in Proposition 4 and some com-
ments
Note that from (9), βbi = bi(λ,w1, θ)+(e
b
i−λeTi ), where the residual (ebi−λeTi )
has mean 0.
For the district level parameter, the residuals can be averaged out over
many precincts due to the central limit theorem and we can get a potentially
useful conservative confidence interval, without modeling the variance of the
residuals:
B =
∑
i
NiXiβ
b
i /
∑
i
NiXi =
∑
i
NiXi[bi(λ,w1, θ) + (e
b
i − λeTi )]/
∑
i
NiXi
B =
∑
iNiXi(e
b
i − λeTi )∑
iNiXi
+
∑
iNiXibi(λ, 0, θ)∑
iNiXi
− w1
∑
iNiXi(1−Xi)∑
iNiXi
.
The unidentified parameter w1 ∈ [wl, wu].
Therefore B ∈ [BL(θ), BU(θ)], where
BL(θ) ≡
∑
iNiXi(e
b
i − λeTi )∑
iNiXi
+
∑
iNiXibi(λ, 0, θ)∑
iNiXi
− wu(θ)
∑
iNiXi(1−Xi)∑
iNiXi
;
BU(θ) ≡
∑
iNiXi(e
b
i − λeTi )∑
iNiXi
+
∑
iNiXibi(λ, 0, θ)∑
iNiXi
− wl(θ)
∑
iNiXi(1−Xi)∑
iNiXi
.
Here wl, wu depend linearly on θ ≡ (w0, c1, d1). The bi(λ, 0, θ) ≡ b0i +
(b1i )
T θ ≡ λTi + (1− λ, 1− λXi, Xi − λX2i )(w0, c1, d1)T also depends linearly
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on θ ≡ (w0, c1, d1), which is estimated by quadratic regression (15) as θˆ ≡
(wˆ0, cˆ1, dˆ1), with robust asymptotic variance matrix V = aˆvar(θˆ) based on a
sandwich formula.6
Denote the first term in BL(θ) or BU(θ) as
TERM1 =
∑
iNiXi(e
b
i − λeTi )∑
iNiXi
.
Then E(TERM1) = 0. Assuming independent precincts, then the first term
TERM1 has asymptotic variance V ar(TERM1) =
∑
i
(
NiXi∑
i
NiXi
)2
var(ebi −
λeTi |Ni, Xi). Note that var(ebi−λeTi |Ni, Xi) = var(βbi−λTi|Ni, Xi) = var((1−
λXi)β
b
i − λ(1−Xi)βwi )|Ni, Xi) ≡ var(i|Ni, Xi), where βbi and βwi are prob-
abilities valued in [0, 1]. Then  ≡ (1 − λXi)βbi − λ(1 −Xi)βwi ) has a range
[−λ(1−Xi), 1−λXi], if we restrict λ ∈ [0, 1/Xi]. The variance of a bounded
random variable in [a, b] is at most [(b − a)/2]2. Therefore, var(|Ni, Xi) ≤
[(1 + λ)/2 − λXi]2 and V ar(TERM1) ≤ ∑i (NiXi[(1+λ)/2−λXi]∑
i
NiXi
)2
. Therefore,
we know that the asymptotic standard error of the first term is bounded
above by
sd(TERM1) ≤ S1 =
√√√√ p∑
i=1
(
NiXi[(1 + λ)/2− λXi]∑p
i=1NiXi
)2
,
if we choose λ ∈ [0, 1] (which guarantees λ ∈ [0, 1/Xi] for all i).
Now wl = wl(θ) is of the form maxJj=1{gl0j + glTj θ} for some constant
vectors glj; wu = wu(θ) is of the form min
J
j=1{gu0j +guTj θ}, for some constant
vectors guj. Denote r ≡
∑
i
NiXi(1−Xi)∑
i
NiXi
, h0 ≡
∑
i
NiXib
0
i∑
i
NiXi
, h ≡
∑
i
NiXib
1
i∑
i
NiXi
.
Then
BL(θ) = TERM1 +
∑
iNiXi(b
0
i + (b
1
i )
T θ)∑
iNiXi
− Jmin
j=1
{gu0j + guTj θ}r
= TERM1 + h0 + h
T θ − Jmin
j=1
{gu0j + guTj θ}r.
We can write BL(θ) = maxJj=1{BLj} where BLj = TERM1 + h0 −
rgu0j + (h − rguj)T θ. Similarly, we can write BU(θ) = minJj=1{BUj} where
BUj = TERM1 + h0 − rgl0j + (h− rglj)T θ.
6See, e.g., https://www.stata.com/manuals/p robust.pdf
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Now define
BˆL =
J
max
j=1
{BˆLj}, (21)
where BˆLj = h0 − rgu0j + (h− rguj)T θˆ;
BˆU =
J
min
j=1
{BˆUj}, (22)
where BˆUj = h0 − rgl0j + (h− rglj)T θˆ.
[It can be verified that in the previous notation of (16), we have BˆL =
B(λ,wl(θˆ), θˆ) and BˆU = B(λ,wu(θˆ), θˆ). ]
Note that
BˆLj −BLj = −TERM1 + (h− rguj)T (θˆ − θ);
BˆUj −BUj = −TERM1 + (h− rglj)T (θˆ − θ).
By an asymptotic normality argument, BˆLj ≈ N(BLj, sl2j ) where slj ≤
SLj ≡ S1 +
√
(h− rguj)TV (h− rguj); BˆUj ≈ N(BUj, su2j) where suj ≤
SUj ≡ S1 +
√
(h− rglj)TV (h− rglj), for all j = 1, ..., J . Assuming V is
of order Op(1/p), then all SUj and SLj’s are also of order Op(1/
√
p). The
sample variations BˆUj −BUj and BˆLj −BLj are also of order Op(1/√p).
Now consider various cases of the bound B ∈ [BL(θ), BL(θ)]. Assume
that NiXi(1−Xi) is not almost surely 0, then the large sample limit of the
sensitivity parameter BU(θ)−BL(θ)
wu(θ)−wl(θ) = r =
∑
i
NiXi(1−Xi)∑
i
NiXi
is a positive number
due to the law of large numbers. Assume that wu(θ) 6= wl(θ) (and therefore
BU(θ) 6= BL(θ)). Then w1 can be close (within Op(1/√p)) to only one of
the end points of [wl(θ), wu(θ)], and consequently B can be close to only
one end point of [BL(θ), BU(θ)]. Without loss of generality we assume that
B is close to BL(θ). (The other possibility would be similar.) Assume that
the minimizing entry of wu = minJj=1{gu0j + guTj θ} is unique and not tied
with the other entries. Then the maximizing entry BL(θ) = maxJj=1{BLj}
is unique and has an order-1 gap from the other entries, that is greater
than Op(1/
√
p), which is the order of all (BˆUj −BUj)’s and (BˆLj −BLj)’s.
Therefore maxJj=1{BˆLj} (= BˆL) and maxJj=1{BLj} (= BL(θ)) are achieved
at a same j, with probability tending to 1 as p→∞. We will call this same
j as jˆ. Then
BˆL = BˆLjˆ = BLjˆ + (BˆLjˆ −BLjˆ)
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= BL(θ) + (BˆLjˆ −BLjˆ)
where the last term is asymptotically normal and of order Op(1/
√
p).
There is a similar equation relating BˆU to BU(θ). These imply that the
BˆU is close to BU(θ).
Since we have assumed that B is only close to one end point BL(θ), and
not close to BU(θ), then B must not be close to BˆU or BˆU + u′ either,
for any u′ of order Op(1/
√
p). Then we have P (B > BˆU + u′) converges
to 0. Then P (B 6∈ [BˆL − l′, BˆU + u′]) ≈ P (B < BˆL − l′) ≈ P (B <
BL(θ) − l′ + (BˆLjˆ − BLjˆ)) ≤ P (l′ < (BˆLjˆ − BLjˆ)) since B > BL(θ).
Then P (l′ < (BˆLjˆ − BLjˆ)) ≈ Φ(−l′/sljˆ) ≤ Φ(−l′/SLjˆ) = Φ(−x) if we take
l′ = xSL. Setting u′ = xSU of order Op(1/
√
p) leads to an approximate
upper bound of P (B 6∈ [BˆL− l′, BˆU +u′]) being 1−Φ(−x) = Φ(x) (for large
p). Q.E.D.
Remark 4 The coverage probability of CIx can be improved to 1, if we have
w1 lying in the interior of the bound (wl, wu). This would allow any x > 0 to
be used in finding a confidence interval. However, the condition on w1 cannot
be checked due to its non-identifiability. The tie-breaking conditions that we
assumed about the identified θ, however, can be checked by data. Then we
can, e.g., use x = 1 and achieve coverage probability at least Φ(x) ≈ 84%, or
use x = 1.282 and achieve at least 90% coverage probability.
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Appendix B: Non-emptiness of CI0 when the
assumptions hold and the sample size is large
enough
In this Appendix B, we prove in the large p limit that when model assump-
tions hold, CI0 should be nonempty.
By tracing the definition of CI0 and applying the Law of Large Numbers,
we find that in the large sample limit
CI0 = [ inf
v1∈[wlj ,wuj ]
B(λ, v1, θ), sup
v1∈[wlj ,wuj ]
B(λ, v1, θ)] ∩DD,
where DD denotes the larges sample limit of the DD bound,
B(λ, v1, θ) = E{NiXi[(w0 + c1 + d1Xi) + v1(Xi − 1)]}/E{NiXi}
as summarized in (11) and (12) before, and [wlj, wuj], j ∈ {1, 2, 3} indicate
the bound of w1 to be used according to the jth Proposition.
Proposition 5 (Non-emptiness of CI0.) For j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, assume linear
contextual effects E(βwi |Xi, Ni) = w0 + w1Xi and E(βwi |Xi, Ni) = b0 + b1Xi,
and let [wlj, wuj] indicate the bound of w1 to be used according to the jth
Proposition. Define in the large sample limit
CI0 = [ inf
v1∈[wlj ,wuj ]
B(λ, v1, θ), sup
v1∈[wlj ,wuj ]
B(λ, v1, θ)] ∩DD,
where
DD = [E[Ni max{0, Ti − (1−Xi)}]/E(NiXi), E[Ni min{Ti, Xi}]/E(NiXi)],
and
B(λ, v1, θ) = E{NiXi[(w0 + c1 + d1Xi) + v1(Xi − 1)]}/E{NiXi},
where c1, d1 follow (5).
Then CI0 is nonempty.
Proof:
B(λ, v1, θ) = E{NiXi[(w0 + c1 + d1Xi) + v1(Xi − 1)]}/E{NiXi}
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= E{NiXi[(w0 + c1Xi + d1X2i − (w0 + v1Xi)(1−Xi)]/Xi}/E{NiXi}
= E{NiXi[(Ti − (w0 + v1Xi)(1−Xi)]/Xi}/E{NiXi}
= E{NiXi[βbiXi + βwi (1−Xi)− (w0 + v1Xi)(1−Xi)]/Xi}/E{NiXi}
= E{NiXi[βbiXi + (w0 +w1Xi)(1−Xi)− (w0 + v1Xi)(1−Xi)]/Xi}/E{NiXi}
= E{NiXi[βbi + (w1 − v1)(1−Xi)}/E{NiXi}
≡ B + (w1 − v1)r.
where we denote r = E{NiXi(1−Xi)}/E{NiXi} andB = E{NiXiβbi }/E{NiXi}.
Then
CI0 = [B + (w1 − wuj)r, B + (w1 − wlj)r] ∩DD.
On the other hand, the jth Proposition implies that
w1 ∈ [wlj, wuj].
Then
B ∈ [B + (w1 − wuj)r, B + (w1 − wlj)r],
since r ≥ 0. Now we also have
B ∈ DD,
since
Xiβ
b
i = Ti − (1−Xi)βwi ∈ [max{0, Ti − (1−Xi)},min{Ti, Xi}]
due to Duncan and Davis (1953). Then we have
B ∈ [B + (w1 − wuj)r, B + (w1 − wlj)r] ∩DD = CI0
in the large sample limit. Therefore CI0 is non-empty.
Q.E.D.
Remark 5 In practice, one can apply the converse of this Proposition to rule
out data sets with empty CI0, which likely suggests either some assumptions
are violated or the size of the data is not large enough for the method to work
reliably. The logic is that the interval should not be empty if the assumptions
all hold and the sample size is large enough.
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